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People Principles

picture of dave and employees

Creating positive relationships is one of the
best things you can do

three questions

What’s expected of me? Where do I stand?
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Do I have what I need? employeesapply in all situations

familyapply in all situations apply in all situations

what's part of the job?
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what am I supposed to do? how will I know when I've succeeded?

more looping!

small loops work better here

make time
for people
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human connection I'm okay, you're okay

do I have what I need? instructions

parameters tools
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supplies
when any of these is missing, it opens up a
gap

Plan

Monitor
Control

be clear for yourself on
outcomes

describe what's expected

Plan

Monitor
Control
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cuke harvest

observation to the goal

Plan

Monitor
Control

time for people feedback

praise retrain
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reprimand

Stress
Management

redirect energy concern for opponent
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stress degrades decision-making vis a vis Brisebois

when things get busy… when things get busy…

how to take a vacation just do it!
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first responses

smoke a cigarette

first responses

fence

setting limits and boundaries actually creates more freedom

tasks expand to fill the time available

You
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you're
the
boss

different than being a worker

don't get things done

make it possible for others to get things done
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Paying
Attention to

What Has
Your

Attention

Undifferentiated
stuff is bad

inputs tasks
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projects

Getting Things Done: The Art
of Stress-Free Productivity

David Allen, 2002

Capture

Managing Inputs
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Collect

Capture

Email

Process

Collect

Capture
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Act

Delete | Do | Delegate | Defer | Reference

Collect

Capture

Review

Act

Delete | Do | Delegate | Defer | Reference

Collect

Capture
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Weekly Review
Field Walk

Plan

Monitor
Control

emotional
management

Most of management is about
habits – post it on paper
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Most of management is about
habits – post it on paper

Most of management is about
habits – post it on paper

Most of management is about
habits – post it on paper

Emotional Management - happy
and sad man, or post its

Habits are roads – small road
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Bigger road Really wide road

Really wide road with lots of
cars

Human brain – love
Monkey brain – monkey with
tool
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Instead, it’s this guy

Fear – picture of running
away rabbit, with post-its
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Avoidance – ostrich

The worst part is – it works!
– hair on fire

What do you do?

Replace the habits – reuse
picture
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Notice physical sensation –
pot boiling

Think of a time when you felt
loved, etc – post its covering up
that boiling pot

Think of a time when you felt
loved, etc – post its covering up
that boiling pot

Think of a time when you felt
loved, etc – post its covering up
that boiling pot

Think of a time when you felt
loved, etc – post its covering up
that boiling pot

Think of a time when you felt
loved, etc – post its covering up
that boiling pot
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Think about what you want
to be true – flower road

Decide what to do to get there –
make a plan (or use map again)

Do it – old picture

Monitor – old picture correct
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Notice how it feels – post-it
over the country road

physical

fitness

more important the older you get stretching

allergies
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Family

your family is an
investment

communication
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calendar/clock

schedule time create habits

get on the same page

define
responsibilities split landscape

not necessarily dividing areas
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ball

who has the
ball?

watering greenhouse

tasks

oliver in greenhouse

areas of responsibility

time

calendar

kids
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farm partner non-farm partner

get off the farm

rock garden

focused time and attention

nutrition

don't get hangry!
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meal

put food first

smoothies

hired cook (I must have
something)

part of someone's responsibility (chef)

hvf kitchen

HVF hired a cook!
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nuts CSA box

eat great food!

Employees

Modern Farming ISN’T
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and it NEVER WAS.

We

CAN’T ASK
employees
to do what

WE ARE
WILLING

to do

I am a great worker. I am not a great manager.

75% of the workforce reports
that their immediate supervisor

is the most stressful part of

their job.

People don’t quit
organizations, they quit

bad bosses.
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TheYelling Farm “My boss doesn’t respect me.”

Why? Why?

Why?
Hiring
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By Mike Morris (Flickr) [CC BY-SA 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

How to Get the Most out of an
Employee:

How to Get the Most out of an Employee:

Hire a winner.
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How to Get the Most out of an Employee:

Hire a winner.
Train a potential winner.

How to Get the Most out of an Employee:

Hire a winner.
Train a potential winner.
Prayer.

How to Get the Most out of an Employee:

Hire a winner.
Train a potential winner.
Prayer.

The vegetal art

15 minutes

Expectations
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Performance =

Outcomes

Expectations

Employee
Manuals
and

Agreements

Orientation

It’s a come on, not a
go on

Training
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Expectations:

Directives
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Blurry edges make crappy work

Instructions available What does done look like?

Keep things simple
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Clear,
Precise
Parameters

What Does
Success
Look Like?

Settings
(Recommended
Or required?

Checklists
Avoid
mistakes

Data
Collection

Accountability
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Accountability What to Do Next

Expectations:

Checklists
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Precise

Easy to use
in difficult
Situations

Don’t Spell
Out

everything

Practical Control
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One Minute Manager
Kenneth Blanchard

and Spencer Johnson,
2003

Tell people the rules –
up front

Catch people doing something
right

Tell them what they did
right

Tell them
how good you feel

Let them feel it
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Encourage them to do it
more

Support their success

should this person have known
better?
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did this person make the
mistake deliberately?

did this person regress?

as soon as an employee does
something wrong

retraining

what went wrong and how it affects others take on some responsibility
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reiterate importance reaussure

Criticize the work

Criticize the work

Not
the

WORKER
Performance

As soon as an employee
does something wrong
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Tell them what they did
wrong

Tell them how you feel
about it

Let it sink in
Tell them how much you
think they are
capable of

Tell them how much you
value them

Once it’s over, it’s
over

Once it’s over...
It’s over
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crew
leadership

template

be the anchor

less talk, more do fifteen minutes

thirty minutes monitor and correct course
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if you're not willing to do that, you need a
different role. anticipate transitions

what's different about being a worker vs
being a manager?

Your peers are no longer your peers

it's about "our" not "your" don't do your team's work for them!
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Ergonomics and
Efficiency

faster

easier make a different task easier

improve capacity and flow-through

Section > Subsection
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Safe

Thank You!


